Leaders

Drawing together the most successful in commerce and industry

Consider being part of the success

Leaders

created by HuntRevenue,
has been established to offer both guests and host
companies the opportunity to be involved with the
highest quality of exclusive peer-to-peer networking
opportunities. Where business relationships can be built,
cemented; experiences and knowledge shared and
opportunities explored.

Leaders

events are spread throughout
the year and held in the most iconic and exclusive of
locations throughout the UK and further afield.
The structure of each event may vary depending on host
requests. But you can rely every Leaders gathering will
include the finest catering, amazing and memorable
locations, inspiring speakers, engaging guests and
conversation. This enables our event hosts to take away
newly established key relationships and understandings on
which to develop their business and reach corporate
objectives.

Leaders

events are designed to be
corporately intimate with a maximum of 20 guests. This
structure ensures that the host has the opportunity to
maximise their one-to-one discussions with all their guests
and that additionally all parties have the opportunity to
meet and converse with peers. We must stress that
Leaders events contain absolutely no selling or
presentations, just relaxed networking and themed
discussions.
Guests are drawn from directors, C level senior executives,
and partners from firms and organisations in industry,
commerce and the professions, as profiled by each event
host company.
Go to www.leaders-events.com to find out more about
our calendar.

Typical Event Structure
• Champagne reception on arrival with associated
introductions and networking opportunities
• Fine dining with the Chairman leading discussions
around a pre announced theme
• End of event networking and carriages

Guest and Host Structure
•
•
•
•

12-14 C level executive.
Guest Speaker
Chairman
2-3 senior members from the Host company

Event Planning
Because of the exclusive nature of the Leaders events
there is a considerable level of planning and coordination
to ensure that all the key elements of your Leaders events
are in place. Therefore forward planning and coordination
with your Leaders account director is essential.

Being a Leaders Host
If your company would like to consider hosting a Leaders
event and bring your company’s presence and services to
the attention of senior decision makers in a target sector
or industry group, then contact us today to discuss your
requirements, goals and aspirations.

Leaders

The management and coordination team can be reached by
calling +44 (0) 207 096 1579 or email us enquiry@leadersevents.com

